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interest items are an easy way to get people together. They are also an easy way to find shared
interests. Today is very easy to find shared interest items but there are still some people that would
be interested in a newer, easier way to share items, one that takes less time to find interest items.
Here are some ideas on what you can do with Interests. Send interest items to each other. Send
inteeresting stuff to friends (or random people). Have Interests find common items for you. Create
Interest groups on those items that aren't likely to be shared if you were each on your own. Share
Interest items to social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc). How can you do these things? Here are some
ideas to help you do that. Example 1: Send interest items to each other Each of you can be set as the
creator of the Interest. The more you add to the Interest, the better. This is an easy way to share
some things that you might want to share with each other. Example 2: Send inteeresting stuff to
friends (or random people) If each of you are using Interests to find Interest items on one of the
other's Facebook pages, take a look at what interests one of you would like others to share. Then ask
your friends (or random people) to share this information. Example 3: Have interests find common
items for you The more items you add to the Interest, the more it will be able to find in common
items. What are some items that you want to share with each other? Example 4: Create Interest
groups on those items that aren't likely to be shared if you were each on your own. If you have
interest groups on those items that are shared if you each are on your own, what if you all shared
those items on your Facebook pages? That way you could share some common Interest items with
each other. Example 5: Share Interest items to social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc) Each of you can
be set as the creator of the Interest. I have used this to share some Interest items that I wanted to
share with others. If you do this, be sure to include a link to the Interest. That way,
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